EBSB REPORT - CULTURAL COMMITTEE.

15TH JUNE TO 21TH JUNE

In the third week of June, the members of the EBSB Club enacted the Gauri Hubb the studentsa festival of Karnataka and the Nanda Raj Jat Festival of Uttarakhand. This presentation (video format) focuses on the significance and vibrance of the festivals, giving a deeper insight into the two rich cultures.

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

- The video covers every aspect of the festivals, from their religious significance to the rituals carried out- every aspect is described and explained
- The students have spoken the language that is related to the festival. Garhwali and Kannada Language have been spoken.

CAST

KARNATAKA

Lady #1and voice over- Khushboo Topal
Lady #2- Prity Bisht
Lady #3- Prachi Thapa
Lady #5- Malti Nautiyal

UTTARAKHAND

Lady #1 and voice over- Simran Rawat
Lady #2- Isha Tomar
Lady #3- Shivani Pant
Lady #4- Tanya Verma
Lady #5- Isha Tanwar
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